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A Huge Win for the American People as the DOL "Best Interest" Fiduciary Rule Goes
3-for-3, Given his embrace of all things Wall Street, Trump's New Hat Should be
"Make Wall Street Great Again"

A Huge Win for the American People as
the DOL "Best Interest" Fiduciary Rule
Goes 3-for-3.
Proving once again that the Department of
Labor's "best interest" fiduciary rule was
indeed a carefully considered and well-
crafted rule that helps and protects
Americans saving for a safe and secure
retirement, a district court in Texas ruled in
favor of the DOL rule, rejecting all of the
industry's baseless claims in an 81-page

opinion.
 
In a thorough, clear, and well-reasoned opinion, the Chief Judge addressed "each
argument in turn" and found for the DOL on every issue: The rule is within the DOL's
authority under ERISA; the rule is neither arbitrary nor capricious; the plaintiffs received
sufficient notice and opportunity to comment; the rule does not create a private right of
action; the DOL's economic analysis was reasonable; and the rule violates neither the
First Amendment's guarantee of free speech nor the Federal Arbitration Act's provisions
upholding the enforceability of arbitration agreements.
 
The Court also held that the rule was workable, noting that major insurance firms and
broker-dealers have declared their intention to operate under the exemptions in the rule.
The Court further expressly relied on an excellent amicus brief submitted by the
Financial Planning Coalition, representing 80,000 advisers and planners who have for
years been successfully operating under a "regime similar to" the rule and its
exemptions.    
 
Coincidentally, the day after the decision was announced, an op-ed by John
Bogle, founder and former chief executive of Vanguard, entitled "Putting Clients Second"
appeared in the New York Times , offering a passionate case for the fiduciary rule. In it
he wrote:
 

"The now-endangered fiduciary rule is based on a simple - and seemingly
unarguable - principle: that in giving advice to clients with retirement funds,
stockbrokers, registered investment advisers and insurance agents must act in
the best interests of their clients. Honestly, it seems counterproductive to go to
war against such a fundamental principle. It simply doesn't seem like a good
business practice for Wall Street to tell its client-investors, "We put your interests
second, after our firm's, but it's close.""

 
This latest win maintains the DOL's perfect record with a third straight legal victory.
These rulings send a clear message that ought to put a stake through the heart of
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industry's efforts to destroy this common-sense rule. It is also a stinging rebuke to
President Trump's recent memo to the DOL to "review" the fiduciary duty rule,
suggesting that it be delayed and then killed. Any fair reading of these three opinions
leads to the following conclusions: not only did the DOL act carefully and lawfully, but
the rule itself is sensible, targeted, and desperately needed to protect Americans saving
for retirement.
 
Regrettably, there is little doubt that the industry and the Trump administration will
continue their attacks on putting the best interests of retirement savers first. With an eye
towards the ongoing battle, the following is a look at where the rule stands elsewhere in
the courts, on Capitol Hill, in the new Trump Administration, and in the industry itself:
 
 
The Court Cases.
There are still pending cases in district courts in Kansas and Minnesota, and one on
appeal in the D.C. Circuit. Furthermore, the Texas Court decision may soon be
appealed to the 5th Circuit. As noted, so far, the DOL has prevailed: The district courts
in D.C. and Kansas firmly rejected the plaintiffs requests for preliminary injunctions
against the rule. See our summaries of those decisions here and here.
 
Congress. 
A number of bills introduced in Congress or anticipated soon will kill the rule outright, or
delay it so long that it will inevitably be gutted or replaced. The most immediate
challenge may occur in the House where a proposed bill from Congressman Joe Wilson
(R-SC2) would delay implementation of the rule for two years. Additionally, Chairwoman
Virginia Foxx (R-NC5) of the House Committee with oversight of the Department of
Labor has pledged to go further and repeal the rule outright. In the Senate, Senator
Johnny Isakson (R-GA) has pledged to reintroduce a bill which prohibits the DOL from
working on the rule.

 
The Administration.
On Friday, February 3, 2017, President Trump issued an Executive Order instructing
the new DOL to "examine" the rule and, upon making any number of open-ended
findings, to initiate a rulemaking to rescind or revise the rule. The same day, the acting
Labor Secretary, Ed Hugler, released a statement announcing that the department
would "now consider its legal options to delay the applicability date" of the rule pending
the review ordered by the President. And just hours before Judge Lynn in Texas issued
her opinion upholding the rule, attorneys for the DOL filed a motion to stay the case in
light of the re-examination of the rule ordered by Trump. That motion failed, of course,
and became moot once the Court ruled on the merits later the same day.
 
The Industry.
All of this is unfolding against a remarkable backdrop: Many brokerage firms and banks
are prepared to comply with the rule and they've admitted that the rule is indeed
"workable," as we have said all along. As important, and as we've also said, many in
the industry now realize that a "customer best interests first" rule is actually good for
business because it creates positive marketing opportunities: They can now say, with a
straight face, that they will in fact and law look out for their clients' best interests, at least
when giving retirement investment advice. As should be obvious, putting customers'
best interests first is not only good for investors, but also good for business.  

 
Thus, the rule remains under full-scale assault in all three branches of government, but
Better Markets, along with its allies, including those in the Save Our Retirement coalition,
will fight just as hard to defend the best interests of America's retirement savers. That
means fighting in the courts by filing more amicus briefs and potentially intervening in
the court cases; educating members of Congress about the need to protect, not defeat,
the rule; and challenging any unlawful attempt by the Administration to delay or gut the
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rule by flouting the requirements that govern the DOL's rulemaking process.

 

Given his embrace of all things
Wall Street, Trump's New Hat
Should be "Make Wall Street Great
Again".
In addition to the executive order
seeking to kill the DOL fiduciary rule,
the Trump Administration also put
financial reform and the Dodd-Frank
Act on the chopping block, issuing an
Executive Order to review existing
financial regulations, saying that he
was hoping to "do a number" on them.
  
Simply put, Donald Trump would not
have been elected dogcatcher if he
told the American voters he was going
to be the best friend to Wall Street
since President Herbert Hoover in the 1920s. The American people trusted candidate
Trump when he said he was going to protect them from Wall Street's recklessness, but
President Trump has betrayed that trust. After all, it was former Goldman Sachs
second-in-command Gary Cohn that President Trump appointed to be chair of the
National Economic Council and who has been the face of this executive order and has
clearly been the main force behind this dangerous and potentially disastrous chain of
events. Based on what he said during the campaign, no one would have suspected that
candidate Trump would put Goldman Sachs in charge of the country's economic and
financial policy.
  
He is unleashing Wall Street on Main Street again, which is exactly what the financial
protections of the Dodd Frank financial reform law were put in place to prevent.
  
What's worse, though again no surprise given the overwhelming presence of Goldman
Sachs in the Trump White House, is that Trump is parroting Wall Street's talking points
even though they have no basis in reality. It can't be denied that the 2008 financial
crash was caused by de-regulating Wall Street's high risk gambling. That's what
enabled Wall Street to crash the financial system in 2008, which required trillions of
dollars in taxpayer-funded bailouts and rescue programs. De-regulating Wall Street is
as bad an idea today as it was in the years before the 2008 crash.
  
Trump's government of Wall Street, by Wall Street and for Wall Street is going to cause
another devastating financial crash, ruin the economic security of tens of millions of
Americans and probably end in a second Great Depression. Better Markets is fighting
to prevent that in all the legal and policy making arenas in Washington DC. The
American people are still suffering from the economic catastrophe caused by the 2008
financial crash and deserve the protections put in place to prevent that from happening
again. 



Support Better Markets
Help us build a safer, sounder financial system for all 
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